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Abstract

This paper proposes an index structure which is used to process X-Path on S-XML data. There are many previous index structures based on tree structure for X-Path processing. Because of general tree index’s top-down query fashion, the unnecessary node traversal makes heavy access and decreases the query processing performance. And both of the two query types for X-Path called single-path query and branching query need to be supported in proposed index structure.

This method uses a combination of path summary and the node indexing. First, it manages hashing on hierarchy elements which are presented in tag in S-XML data. Second, array blocks named path summary array is created in each node of hashing to store the path information. The X-Path processing finds the tag element using hashing and checks array blocks in each node to determine the path of query’s result. Based on this structure, it supports both single-path query and branching path query and improves the X-Path processing performance.

1. Introduction

The Extensible Markup Language (XML) is the standard for data storing and exchanging in the internet and has the growing popularity nowadays [1]. GML is the XML encoding for the transport and storage of spatial information [2]. And, S-XML is the extended GML for LBS applications [3]. There are several query languages proposed for XML, such as X-Path and X-Query which are the standard query languages [4, 5]. As X-Path being the common feature of XML query languages, indexing XML data for X-Path processing is concerned to be a challenge research [6]. Many conventional methods using tree index structure were proposed in this research filed [6, 7, 8]. However, considering the large query requirements of spatial information on S-XML data, because of general tree index’s top-down query fashion, the unnecessary node traversal makes heavy access and decreases the query performance. And both of single-path query and node indexing need to be supported in proposed index structure.

The proposed method in this paper uses an index structure which is used to process X-Path on S-XML data. This method uses a combination of path summary and the node indexing [6, 7, 8]. First, it manages hashing on hierarchy elements which is presented in tag in S-XML data. Second, array blocks are created in each node of hashing to store the path information. Each node includes element’s name, path summary array blocks and a pointer which points to the parent element. The X-Path processing finds the tag element using hashing and checks array blocks in each node to determine the path of query’s result. Based on this structure, it supports both single-path query and branching path query.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the related work about XML query processing and discusses two previous approaches called path summary and node indexing. Section 3 presents the algorithm of hashing XML data for X-Path processing and gives the querying processing method for X-Path using this index structure. The conclusion and future work are given in the last section.

2. Related Work

This section will introduce the XML data model and the query processing, and then discuss two previous index approaches called path summary and node indexing related in our research.
2.1 XML data model and Query processing

XML data is generally modeled by a tree structure [8, 9]. The nodes of tree represent the tag elements, attributes and text data [8]. The nesting relationship in XML data is represented by the parent-child node pairs. (Figure 1) indicates a sample S-XML data which is modeled by a tree structure. To quickly determine the ancestor-descendant relationship between any pair of nodes in the hierarchy of XML data is the crucial work speeding up the X-Path processing [6].

(Figure 1) A sample S-XML data

X-Path is the standard common feature of XML query languages. Furthermore, there are two main queries in X-Path which is called single-path query and branching query [8]. Take an example of the S-XML data in (Figure 1), single-path query has the format like `/SchemaMember/River/Name/`. It means finding all of the `Label` elements which are under the path of `/SchemaMember/River/Name`. The branching query is the query which has more conditions, for example, for the query “find River under SchemaMember with both LABEL and LineString”, i.e. `/SchemaMember/River/Name/LABEL and LineString/`.

2.2 Path summary and Node Indexing for X-Path processing

Many previous approaches concern the research of indexing X-Path. They can be classified into two categories which are Path indexing and Node indexing. Path indexing creates a path summary from XML data [7, 8]. For the single-path queries, it speeds up the evaluation of queries. However, expensive join operations are needed for processing queries with multiple branches in path summary. Also the node summary is unable to answer branching queries. Node indexing creates indexes on each node by its positional information within an XML data tree [6]. Because of using node as a basic query unit, it provides great query flexibility. Both of these two approaches use the tree based structure. Because of the disadvantage of the tree index’s top-down query fashion, we propose an improved solution based on hashing S-XML combining both of the path summary and node indexing.

3. Hashing S-XML Data for X-Path Processing

In this section, we first present a framework for building Hashing S-XML data. Then briefly discuss the proposed index structure and the method for processing X-Path.

3.1 Framework of Hashing S-XML data

S-XML data contains not only tag elements (e.g. SchemaMember, River) which purpose the different hierarchies, but also heterogeneous values (e.g. OID, LABEL).

(Figure 2) shows the system framework of Hashing S-XML data. Hashing S-XML data can be built in three steps.

a. The Scan module collects the structure and value characteristics from an S-XML file.
b. The Index Builder constructs the index structure for the elements and data value in S-XML, based on the algorithm of index configuration.
c. X-Path query is inputted and processed through the Query Processor. After querying on the index structure, the middleware returns the query result to the user.

(Figure 2) System framework of Hashing S-XML Data

3.2 Building Hashing S-XML data and Data organization

This section introduces the node structure of the proposed index, and then gives the algorithm of building hashing S-XML data.

3.2.1 Node structure

We distinguish two types of elements in S-XML data: `structure elements`, consisting of tag elements which dedicate the structure of S-XML data and `value elements`, consisting of text node. And they are modeled in different ways in the node structure.

There are two relationships between the elements in S-XML data, i.e. parent-child relationship and the ancestor-descendant relationship. The parent-child relationship is the relationship in which one element includes another element directly. On the other hand, the ancestor-descendant relationship indicates the relationship between the descendant elements in any hierarchy and the ancestor element. Take the S-XML data in (Figure 1) for example, the element `Name` and `OID` is in parent-child relationship and `River` and `OID` has the ancestor-descendant relationship. To benefit from these two relationships in X-Path, the index structure should include the information with two relationships. In this proposed index structure, we express these two relationships in the node structure.

(Figure 3) shows the node structure of structure element. It includes three parts, name of element, parent element pointer and the path summary blocks. Parent element pointer points to the parent element in the bucket and indicates the
parent-child relationship. Path summary blocks include the information of the path which each element traverses. The path summary blocks show the relationship between the ancestor and the descendant. Every element has the unique path summary blocks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element number</th>
<th>Parent element pointer</th>
<th>Path Summary blocks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

(Figure 3) Node Structure of structure element

There is a difference between the structure elements and value elements in node structure which can be seen in (Figure 4). The value elements use a pointer pointed to value table instead of path summary blocks in the node. Because the value elements only include the text value, no path is included in the element. Since the value data in S-XML can be modeled in relational tables so that it can be implemented in relational database. For the various value types in S-XML data, multiple value indices can be implemented based on the value table. Because of large amount of spatial data in the S-XML, several general indexing for spatial data can be used to fast the query performance such as R-tree.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element number</th>
<th>Parent element pointer</th>
<th>Value table pointer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

(Figure 4) Node Structure of value element

In the Scan step, the information of relationship between elements is collected and the path summary of each element is built. The node is built in Index Builder using the node structure above during the index’s building time.

3.2.2 Building Hashing S-XML data

The proposed index structure hash different tag elements in hash bucket, i.e. structure elements and value elements. The hash function $H(m)$ is implemented to compute the bucket value for the same tag elements. Same tag elements are put in the hash bucket with the same bucket value. A link list is built to link all the element nodes in the same bucket.

(Figure 5) gives the algorithm of the index structure building processing.

```
Algorithm: Building the Index Structure

Input: $\{E_1, \ldots, E_m\}, E_i$ is the element in the S-XML data $H(m)$, the hash function

IndexBuilding($\{E_1, \ldots, E_m\}, H(m)$)
For each $E_i$ in the S-XML data
    use $H(m)$ to compute the hash value $h$
    if elements with same name have the same $h$
        for each $E_i$, do NodeBuilding($E_i$)
    else $E_i$ is the structure element
        Store path summary in array blocks and parent pointer
    End If
End For
Input the node in bucket using hash value $h$ as bucket number
End
```

(Figure 5) Algorithm of Index Building

Take the S-XML data in (Figure 1) for example, the procedure of building index structure is explained as below:

1. From the root tag of the S-XML data, scan the tag element, use the hash function $H(m)$ to transform the variable-size tag element to the hash value $h$. Same tag elements have the same hash value. And use this hash value $h$ as the bucket number.

2. Meanwhile, collect the information of the tag element including the path summary which it traverses and the parent element. And build the node for tag element in different ways of structure element and value element as discussed before. Store the path summary in path summary blocks for structure element, otherwise store the text value in value table and make a pointer pointed to value table.

3. Input the node in the bucket it belongs to. And add it to the link list of the same bucket.

Follow the above steps for the next element, until the ending symbol of the root tag element is reached. (Figure 6) indicates the index structure of Hashing S-XML data.

(Figure 6) Index structure of Hashing S-XML Data

3.3 X-Path processing using Hashing S-XML data

Concerning the two main queries discussed in section 2, we explain the X-Path query processing based on those two query types below.

3.3.1 X-Path query modeling

Since the X-Path query is expressed in text, the first crucial work is query modeling which means to model the X-Path query in relational table. After this step, each element in the X-Path query is corresponded with an unique key QID (query ID) which is computed by hash function $H(m)$ same as the bucket number. And then the QID is used in query table as the searching key in the proposed index structure to search the result.

(Figure 7) indicates the modeled query tables for single-path query and branching query separately. Taking the S-
XML data in (Figure 1) for example, Q1: “find all the LABEL elements which is under the path of /SchemaMember/River/Name” is represented as /SchemaMember/River/Name/LABEL, which is modeled to b0/b1/b4/b6 for searching. Q3: “find all the LABEL elements without considering the path” can be expressed in /LABEL, also is modeled to /b6. The branching query Q2: /SchemaMember/River/Name/LABEL and gml:LineString is modeled to /b0/b1[b4/b6 and b2].

(Figure 7) X-Path query tables of (a) single-path query and (b) branching query

3.3.2 X-Path Processing using Hashing S-XML data

After the X-Path is transformed into a query table, we evaluate it using the proposed index structure in three steps. As the procedures of single-path query and branching query are almost the same, the single-path query Q1 is taken for example.

First, find the location on the hashing bucket. From the first element in query table, search the matching bucket number that equals to the QID. For Q1, the element SchemaMember is considered at first, the bucket which is assigned in b0 is returned because it equals to the QID (b0).

Second, visit each node in the bucket b0. And check the path summary array blocks in each node to determine whether this node includes the path which is satisfied to the query result. In the first node in bucket b0, the path summary includes the list (b1, b2, b3, b4, b5, b6, b7), which includes all the QID in Q1’s query table. It is sure that this node is the ancestor node element which includes the path of query result. Meanwhile, remember this ancestor element node’s bucket number. Continue to find the next bucket corresponding to the next QID. In the next node, the parent pointer should be checked and the node whose parent pointer pointed to the ancestor element node also includes the path of query result. Based on this step, the node b0-1 is followed and b0-2 is discarded visiting because its path summary array has no bucket number b6. And in bucket b1, b1-1 whose parent node is b0-1 is returned.

Third, continue the steps 1 and 2 until the last element in query table is found and returns the query result.

The proposed Hashing S-XML data based query processing algorithm has the following advantages:

a. It combines both node indexing and path summary. For node indexing, it creates hash index on each node by its positional information. In that case, different tag elements can be located in their own bucket independent with its parent node. That is more flexible than tree-based index structure’s top-down query fashion. And, it provides parent pointer and array blocks in each node for the path summary. Because of that, it supports both of single-path query and branching query.

b. Storing different elements in different buckets, it is easy to differentiate heterogeneous S-XML data value. That means each bucket has the same data value type. When user wants to find particular type of data, it locates to the corresponding bucket directly. This is the characteristic that tree-based index structures never support.

4. Conclusion and Future Work

This paper proposed a hashing based index structure for S-XML data to process the X-Path query. The algorithm of building hashing S-XML data is proposed. Then the processing method of X-Path query based on hashing S-XML data is described. The proposed index structure supports both of single-path query and branching query and improves the X-Path query performance.

Also, the dataset and various query types need to be made for performance evaluation to validate the efficiency of our proposed index structure compared with the previous research.
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